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Dean Anderson Outlines Aspects
Of Relationship of Law School
Program to Profession and
Contemporary Society
by Marvin J. Anderson
pean of the College

ｾ＠

[Editor's Note: This is the first in a series of articles
in which Dean Anderson will discuss various aspects of the.
law school program: its relationship to the legal profession and the broader picture of legal education in our ｣ｯｾ＠
temporary societv.]

[Photo by Azoff]
Shown above are scenes from the demonstrations
held last week in front of the College in protest of the
fact that Professor Paul Camera is teaching
this year.
AccuSed of discrimination in imposing his views of
women on members of his Criminal Law class last year, this
year the Women Students Union are demanding that Professor Camera be fired from his teaching position. The women are especially concerned that he be allowed to teach
a course in Domestic Relations, a subject which they insist is peculiaryly suited to opportunities to
degrade
women through what they consider to be Camera's
typically "male-chauvinist" outlook on women studying law.
It is significant that on the day of the demonstrations, Zona Sage, the object of Camera's alleged ｾ＠
ttacks last year, was admitted to Boalt Hall School of
Law. She made a special plea to the admissions office 0________________________________________ｾ＠

A.S.H. Council Allocates
Funds for Arts and
Lectures Forum
One of the major problema facing the
elected
representatives to the ASH council during this academic year
been allocation of approximately $10,000; primarily obthrough activities fees paid by the ENTIRE
student
ody of Hastings. Some twenty-odd highly special interest
groups presented requests amounting to over $22.000. (See
treasurer, Ivan Halperin's report dated January 7, 1971.)
As indicated many of these groups, with rather ennobling &
inspiring names, intended to serve the highest purposes. In
almost every case, their requests were constructive,
and
ustified. However, they also posed two circumstantial proFirstly, each group could not be granted their
respective monetary request because of the paucity of funds
available -- it is impossible to take $22,000 from $10,000
without deficit financing. Secondly, and more ｭ･｡ｮｩｧｦｵｬｾ＠
almost all of these groups would use the funds granted
to
pursue interests that would be beneficial only to members c£
a particular group. Obviously the ENTIRE student body,having provided the funds, would not be pleased.
Moved by comments and criticisms from many students while ad libbing in the multi-purpose room, my class[ContI on Page 7]

Jacques Barsun tells ot the elderly lady who
complained that "the modern thunder storm no hnger cleared
the air". This may be an attitude of mind not confined
to little old ladies but reflects our nostalg!e evaluation .
that the good old ways are no longer honored. Whether we
like it or not, every legal academician and practicioner
does play a role in the re-creation and reshaping of values. Arnie 1 , s contention that "every life is a profession
of faith, an an exercise in inevitable and silent
propaganda. Every Man's conduct is an unspoken sermon
that is
forever preaching to others" applies to law schools, · and
the legal profession as well. The image of Hastings is ｲｾ＠
flected in the human beings that constitute it: faculty,
student, administrator and alumnus. Man is an historical
[ContI on Page 6]

Hastings, American Trial
Lawyers Association to Sponsor
College of Advocacy Here
By Nikolai Tehin
Hastings College of the Law and the American
Trial Lawyers Association are jointly sponsoring the Hastings-American Trial Lawyers Association National College
of Advocacy at Hastings. The College will be devoted to
the study of trial advocacy, both civil and criminal, and
will feature programs and institutes designed to help the
younger lawyer learn trial techniques and method, and the
more experienced lawyer become more experienced and sophisticated.
The College will sponsor the Hastings-ATL ａｾ＠
vocacy Institute Civil Law Program from August 29 to Sep-.
tember 4, 1971. This phase of the Advocacy Institute ｐｲｾ＠
gram will be a combination of lectures, demonstrations
and workshops; attendance will be limited to approximateq
200 lawyers. The emphasis of the program will be on participation. During the course of study, participants win
attend scheduled lectures and demonstrations by the most
highly qualified attorneys in the nation. Small seminar
groups will follow lectures and demonstrations so the student can apply what he has learned in the classroom.
In
this seminar phase, actors will serve as witnesses at depositions and trials, and medical students, in residence,
will serve as medical experts.
Meeting under the supervision of a seminar
leader, the students will be given factual situations and
then be required to take the deposition of, or examine an
actor or actress prepared for the role of independent eye
witnesses, police officers, doctors, and experts. This ｢ｾ＠
sic format will be applied to all phases of litigation
.
from automobile accidents to products liability to ｭ｡ｬｰｲｾ＠
ctice (architects and engineers, attoraeys, medical
and
accountants), giving the novice attorney a practical ｷｯｲｾ＠
ing knowledge of the mechanics of these phases of litigation.
Attention will also be devoted to various legal doctrines and their application in the courtroom sit[ContI on Page 4]
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EDITORIAL

Dust to Dust And
A. S. H. To Ashes
The advent of the new semester sees the meetings of the A.S.H. Council still attended by a quorum of
representatives and some interested students. The reason_
for this is undoubtedly due to the fact that the
first
year representatives do not yet realize how
powerless
A.S.H. is, and that the interested student non-representatives are still trying to obtain money allocations. A
prediction can be made that when the money is finally ｾ＠
located A.S.H. will again be seen as the powerless body
that it really is, attendance at the meetings will drop
off still further, and the annual Spring disillusionment
with student government will set in.
Student "government" is a misnomer, for , the
A.S.H. Council does not govern the students. All that
the Council does is allocate student ｦ･ｾ＠
(their own ｭｯｾ＠
ey),and vaguely discuss, occasionally, what they feel is
the cause of the different varieties of malaise at
the
College. To distinguish the A.S.H. Council as a student
government from what it really is, it might better
be
named the "A.S.H. Budget and Begging Council".
The segment of the ｣ｯｭｵｮｩｾｹ＠
at the College
which makes most of the decisions is the Faculty.
The
standing faculty committees make studies and recommendations to the full faculty which votes to decide on
any
changes to be made in the academic program.
In order that A.S.H. may truly participate in
the decision-making process at the College, and thus ｴｾ＠
ly become more a "government" of the students, the Council has voted approval of a resolution that students be
allowed equal representation on faculty committees.
Several things are apparent upon a cursory analysis of the decision-making process at the College:
(1) That segment of the community which has
the least at stake in terms of temporal, financial, and
_vocati'Oiiill commitment has complete control over the decisions affecting that segment of the community
which
has the most at stake in the stated areas of commitment,
to the absolute exclusion of the latter's control, ｡､ｶｩｾ
ﾭ
and mutual cooperation.
(2) The reason given most often for not allowing students to participate in the decision-making pro- ｾ･ｳ＠
is that they are not experienced enough to know how to help shape their own destiniea. This paternalistic,
patronizing, condescending, authoritarian, and ｯｰｲ･ｳｾ＠
notion must be rejected outright. As stated by Dean Anderson in the article written by him which appears
appears on page one of this issue of the Hastings Law News,
in loco parentis is absent from the College, at least in
theory. To make the professional legal experience at the
College more meaningful, in loco parentis must also
be
abolished in ｰｲ｡｣ｴｩｾ＠
The abolition of that concept in
theory and in practice carries with it the necessary implication that professors do not know any better '; than
students what is good for the students. While it is not
denied that the individual professors are competent (with
notable exceptions) to teach the subjects in which they
have gained national repute, it is also not to be denied
that students as well as teachers are qulaified to acts
arbiters in selection of what courses are to be ｴ｡ｾｧｨＬ＠
Page Two

[for example of student initiative, note Bob Teete' efforts in establishing courses in Drugs and the Law last
year, and Prison Law this year), and determination of academic policy and methods of implementing that policy.
(3) Teachers might complain that they will be
the losers if students help out. Thie contention
must
also be rejected in the case of Hastings. In other ｷｯｲ､ｾ＠
even if mistakes were made along the way as a result of
student participation in the ､･｣ｩｳｯｮＭｾｫｧ＠
process, it
would not affect the professors because a) the full-time
professors are existentially and academically safe as ｲｾ＠
gards their reputations, since their reputations
are
made before they ever come to Hastings. and b) the
｡､ｾ＠
junct faculty is made up of practicing lawyers, and thtB.
assuming that mistakes came about as a result of student
participation, their reputations would be left intact.as
they do not stake their professional reputations on professorial activities.
The discussion above assumes that inclusion of
students in the decision-making process will result
in
many mistakes and a decline in the qus1ity of legal education. That assumption was made for the sake of ｡ｲｾｵﾭ
ment. as it is clear that having students on the ｣ｯｭｩｾ＠
tees cannot possibly affect the achooL adversely.
Even
if students on the faculty' cOr.fittees came up with ideas
which could be ｰｯｴ･ｮｩ｡ＱｹｾＧｨ＠
eyes of the faculty,it
would still not affect the real power of the faculty, as
the full faculty still has the final authority to either
accept or reject the recommendations of the faculty committees. The salient point in the question of
whether
students should be allowed on faculty committees is not
that students deserve a voice in in decision-making, but
that the faculty committees do not make the decisions,
but must make recommendations to the full faculty before
any decision can be made. When seen in this light, what
is surprising is not that the faculty does not want students on the committees, but that students have
never
been allowed, with minor exceptions. any seat on
those
committees. In view of the fact that students would not
have any final authority or power if they were
equally
represented on the faculty committees, there is no reason why students should not be placed thereon. The "power" which students could exercise would consist
solely
of the "powers" of persuasion. suggestion. and influence.
The benefits of student participation on these
committees would conaist of. but not be limited to the
following: 1) giving effect to the general proposition
that people should be given the opportunity to affect be
decisions which affect and control their lives; 2) greater degree of communication between the faculty and students; 3) giving the full faculty a good idea ahow students feel on any particular matter before they vote on
it.
This year. as a start in integrating students
in the decision-making process, students should be
allowed equal representation on the standing committees of
the faculty. If students ,want to make an A.S.H. of ｴｨ･ｾ＠
selves, they must get off their cans and demand a direct
voice in shaping the proposals and decisions which control their lives.
GUEST EDITORIAL
One Proposal for Law School Reform -by Ralph Nader
In all ｾｨ･＠
discussion recently at law schools
about grading and curricular reform and student participation in faculty and administration decisions. it
appears that one highly significant proposal could be adopted forthwith. I refer to the establishment of
a
year-long course 8iven by students for the benefit
of
the faculty.
The case for such a course is compelling and
the mechanics of conducting it fairly simple.
Students
have a great deal to convey to the faculty -- ｴｨ･ｩｲｾ｡ｬ＠
experience in clinical ,work. a greater sense of the ur- '
gencies of the times that are straining the legal ｳｹｴ･ｾ＠
their frequently greater familiarity with new ｴ･｣ｨｮｩｱｵｾ＠
or bodies of knowledge of relevance to developing legal
systems, and their considered critiques of formal course
work ,that makes up the law school's teaching pattern.
There is substantial evidence that many
professors are developing a keen appreciation that law students have much to teach as well as to learn. This recognition is bound to increase as law students,
organized in investigating teams, begin producing first-rate
empirical studies of legal institutions. But
even for
those members of the faculty who resist the obvious,
a
student course for the faculty can be justified as a sma-'
dy feedback process ｴｨｾ＠
is bound to enrich the profess[Cont' on Next Page1
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Food Services Commission
Account Abolished, Funds
Turned Over to Students

Ｍ

Ｍ ＭｾＬ＠

BOOST

TO

ACTIVITIES

Whidever agency eventually distributes the
funds, the new agreement will provide a ｳｾｴ｡ｮｩｬ＠
boost
to finanacially-starved student activities. Although this
year's account is likely to be somewhat lower, last year's
commission account came to over $4,000.
In addition to being pleased with the new
The Food ｓ･ｾ｣ｳ＠
Committee will have con｡ｲｾｧ･ｭｮｴ＠
with
the Administration, Halperin also ･ｸｰｲｳｾ＠
!trol over the entire profit from food sales at Hastings,
the new caterer, Guckenheimer, which
lunder a new agreement between the COmmittee and Dean An- sed satisfaction ｷｾｴｨ＠
replaced
Crown
Vending
Co. after a poll of students found
jderson. ' Previously, the funds were to be placed in a com!mission account by the Administration, from which a large the food unsatisfactory. Over-the-counter sales have more
than doubled since the changeover on January 1, 1971.
jportion would be spent to support the Moot Court Program.
Halperin conceded that there had been some
Iprice increases, but pointed out that the price of the
i
cheapest meal -- a hot dog and a coke, has dropped from
I
ACCOUNT CLOSED
55 to 45 cents. And, he added. the quality of the food
is substantially better.
Under the agreement. the account was closed
Guckenheimer was selected on the basis of a
as of December 31. 1970. and the Administration will pay
bid on financial rdbrn to the Committee and food quality.
all Moot Court Expenses out of the profits as of that date. When asked why Guckenheimer had been selected although aThat wlll leave the seven-student Food Services Committee nother bidder had offered a higher return, Halperin exfree to disburse the entire profits from the cafeteria and plained. ｾｶ･＠
had much work and several cases of indigestvending machines. amounting to about $300/month.
ation."
Ivan Halperin. Chairman of the Committee and
ASH Treasurer. predicted that the funds 'vould most likel y "'_----------_______________-.:.._______________.,
be turned over to ASH.
He commented that ASH was one of the most
NADER •••
ｾｯｲｬｹ＠
financed student organizations of its type in the
[Cont' From Page Two]
country. and predicted that the funds would be used by
ASH to support activities which require high capitalizaor's response to the class.
tion.
Once the principle of a student course is accepted. the mechanics could be worked out to maximize a
degree of participation and efficiency. Law schools hae
POSSIBLE USES
always been good at mechanics. By way of suggestion, a
steering committee of students. chosen by tne1r peers.
Among possible uses. he suggested a Hastings
could
organize the course content, decide whether to inNeighborhood Law Office and a student textbook co-op.
flict an "eye for an eye" and adopt the Socratic method
However, Ben Winslow. another committee
or develop another less time-consuming procedure, determember. said he will oppose giving the profits to ASH.
mine the kinds of demonstrative evidence to be utilized,
ＢｾＱ＠
has had so many problems allocating
the field trips to be taken, and the spinoff benefits to
money that I'd need some assurances that the money will be
be conveyed to other law schob1s and in journals of . levoted." He explained. He added that he feared ASH would
gal education. I am sure that many exciting innovations
put the money to frivoloua uses. such as rock bands, inand benefits can be derived once such a course is adopstead of "innovative activities" such as a child-care ｣･ｾ＠
ted.
ter. and environmental law. and consumer action groups.
What the faculty may be realizing is that the
... . .'
Instead of giving the money to ASH. he probreakdown
in the last few years of its presumed or actuU
:posed that it be distributed directly to clubs by the Food
arrogance toward the students -- whether ingrained
or
Services Committee.
merely a teaching technique -- is a wonderful ･ｸｰｲｩｮ｣ｾ＠
The rewards reaped are increasing displays of forsight-a quality of which the law schools in the past could
TWO VOTING GROUPS?
rarely be accused of possessing -- and a greater infusion of empirical and normative content in course and ex"tt might be better to have two groups vottracurricular work.
ing funds," he added. "If an organization is rejected by
Some ground rules for such a course would obone, it can apply to the other."
tain near unanimous support. There should be no grades,
He conceded that his position was a minorand no compulsory attendance. I expect that the newspaity one, and that most members of the Food Services Comper would welcome suggestions and reactions relating to
mittee did not want to be bothered with the business of
such a proposal. Let us here them.
.appropriating money.
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ADVOCACY INSTITUTE ••• [C ont 'F rom Paoe 1]
uation (e.g. !!! ipsa loquitur, the standard of care
in
malpractice).
Also covered will be the tactical and practical utilization of various discovery procedures, i.e.,
motions to produce, interrogatories, pre-trial and settlement conferences, and the preparation of instruction.
This broad and comprehensive program is the
result of manynonths of hard work by Assistant Dean Guy 0.
Kornblum under the encouragement and guidance of Dean Anderson. Dean Kornblum drafted the original proposal
in
the summer of 1970, and to fund this program, travelled
twice to Boston 'to the headquarters of the American Trial
Lawyers Association to confer with its General Director,
William Schwartz. ATL agreed to jointly sponsor this ｰｲｾ＠
gram and has committed $15,000 to its development.
Dean Kornblum will direct the program for
Hastings. Serving on the National Advocacy Board will be
Marvin J. Anderson, Dean and Professor of Law, Hastings
College of the Law; Richard M. Markus, President of ATL;
Guy O. Kornblum, Assistant Dean and Professor of Law, ｈ｡ｾ＠
tings College of the Law; William Schwartz, Roscoe Pound
,rofessor of Law and General Director, ATL; James R. ｃ｡ｾ＠
rigan, Esq., Denver, Colorado; James Dooley, Esq., ｃｨｩ｣｡ｧｾ＠
Illinois, Jack Fuchsberg, Esq., New York City; Robert A.
Seligson, Esq., San Francisco, California; E. Robert Wallach, Esq., San Francisco; Jack H. Werchick, Esq., San
Francisco.
Not only will this institute serve to better
prepare novice attorneys for the realities of practice,
but it will also serve as a springboard for the development of further ' programs of a clinical nature for the ｈ｡ｾ＠
tings and legal community, to help bridge the gap between
law school training and practical experience. If the Institute is successful, a Criminal Program will be sponsored by the Advocacy College in 1972. Hopefully a civil
and criminal institute will be annual programs of the Advocacy College.
HASTINGS ADVOCACY INSTITUTE

TUESDAY, August 31, 1971
8:45 - 11:00

Lecture, Basic Anatomy and Basic Medicine

11:15 - 12:00

Lecture, Medical Records (How to Obtain,
what to look for, evaluating and using
medical records in preparing your lawsuit)

1:15 - 2:15

Lecture and Demonstration, The Medical
Examination and Testing

2:15 - 3:15

Panel, Evaluation and Statement, and PreTrial

3:30 - 4:30

Lecture, Preparing Your Client for Trial

4:30 - 5:30

Lecture, The Problem Clients and Witnesses

Wednesday, September I, 1971
8:45 - 10:00

Lecture and Demonstration, Jury Selection

10:15 - 12:15

Lecture and Demonstration, Opening Statements

3:00 - 5:00

Workshop Session #3: Jury Selection

7:30 - 10:00

Workshop Session #4: Opening Statements

Thursday, September 2, 1971
8:45 - 9:30

Lecture, Principles of Direct Examination

9:30 - 10:00

Demonstration, Direct Examination of
Plaintiff

10:00 - 10:15

Critique with Questions and Answers

10:30 - 11:30

Lecture, Principles of Cross-Examination

11:30 - 12:15

Demonstration, Cross-Examination of
Plaintiff

1:30 - 2:00

Lecture, Direct and Cross Examination
of an Independent Witness

2:00 - 2:45

Lecture, Direct and Cross Examination ,
of an Independent Witness

2:45 - 3:00

Distribution of Materials for Workshop
#5

7:30 - 9:30

Direct and Cross-Examination, Workshop
#5

CIVIL LAW PROGRAM
(TENTATIVE)
Sunday, Auguat 29, 1971
9:30 - 12:00

Registration

1:00 - 1:30

Welcoming Ceremonies

1:40 - 3:00

Lecture, Principles of Client
viewing

3:00 - 3:30

Lecture, Sources of Information, Where
to Find It

3:40 - 4:t5

LectUre, Conducting an Investigation

4:15 - 5:15

Lecture, Commencing the Lawsuit Preparation of Pleadings; Venue and Jurisdiction

Inter-

5:15 - 6:30

Panel, Strategy (Case Example, X v Y)

6:45 - 8:00

Welcoming Cocktail Party

Friday, September 3, 1971

Monday, August 30, 1971
8:45 - 9:30

Lecture, The Discovery Tools

9:30 - 10:15

Lecture, Principles of DepOSition Taking:
Strategy and Technique, Preparing Your
Client

I

8:45 - 9:30

Lecture, Direct and Cross-Examination of
Medical Expert

9:30 - 10:15

Demonstration, Direct and Cross Exam of
Medical Expert

10:30 - 11:00

Lecture, Use of Other Experts (Accident
Reconstruction, Engineers, etc.)

11:00 - 11: 30

Scientific and Demonstrative Evidence

11:30 - 12:15

Making Objections; Preserving Your
Record

1:15 - 1:45

Lecture, The Closing Argument

1;45 - 3:15

Demonstration Arguments

10:30 - 11:00

Demonstration, Deposition of Plaintiff

11:00 - 11:30

Critique

11:30 - 12:15

3:30 Lecture, Strategy and Technique in Using
Other Discovery Methods (Interrogatories'l
4:00 Requests for Admission, Motion to Produce, Medical Examination)
7:30 I
Demonstration Arguments (Motion to Produce Experts Statement; Motion to Compel , Saturday,
Answers to Interrogatories)
8:30 Critique and Comments

1:30 - 2:15

2:15 - 2:30
2:30 - 3:00

ＷＺｾＰ＠

- 9:30

ｷｩｾｨ＠

Questions and Answers

:
I

4;00

Critique by Panel

4:45

Drafting and Instructions

9:30

Workshop Session 06: Closing Arguments

September 4, 1971
3:30

DEMONSTRATION TRIAL
Critique Panel; Questions and Answers

4:15

Motions During and After Trial

Workshop Session HI: Distribution of
Assignment and fact sheet for Deposition Workshop

6:30 - 7:30

Cocktails

Workshop Session #2: Deposition Workshop

7:30 -

Banquet

3:30

PAD To Sponsor
Blood Drive
Once again this year the Phi Alpha Delta legal
fraternity is sponsoring the annual blood donor's drive
at the College.
Those students who wish to donate blood should
go to Room 100, 55 Hyde Street, on Tuesday, February 16
to see the people from Irwin Memorial Blood Bank who
will be here with mobile facilities.
•
Last year the Blood Drive was a huge success,
with over fifty pints donated. It would be nice to go
over that amount this year.
The blood donated will remain credited to the
Hastings account for one year from the date of ､ｯｮ｡ｴｩｾ＠
When that year runs out any residuals in the account are
donated to a worthy charity. Before that year is up, the
blood on account may be used by any student, teacher, or
their families who are in need.

I

-'ANNOUNCEMENTS
Sleep through your classes again? WAKE UP
WITH ALISON I II Telephone Waking Service for $lO/month.
Call Alison at 285-9425.

LSCRRC to Mobilize
Law Students to
'Help Nevada Welfare
Recipients

Nevada has arbitrarily cut off more than twenty percent of the welfare recipients on her rolls. This
brutal repression of the poorest of the poor is being
challenged by the Law Students Civil Rights Research
Council, LSCRRC, as they mobilize to work with the National Welfare Rights Organization to fight back.
From twelve to twenty-four dynamic attorneys
from allover the country are converging on Nevada to aasist in this struggle. These attorneys need help of
committed law students.
Students from U.C. Davis and California WEstern University are going to supply the manpower for the
first week of February 7-13 in Law Vegas.
LSCRRC is now organizing a group of Northern
California law students to assist these attorneys for
the week of February 14-20. The work will probably be
centerei in Reno. Law students will appear as lay ad-,
vocates, gather and compile information and statistics
and act as legal observers in the event of demonstrations.
Provisions for food and lodging are now going
to be arranged. (Sleeping bags would be useful).
There is a ｧｯ､ｾ｡ｮ｣･＠
that LSCRRC can shake
loose some of the money ｦｯｾｲ｡ｮｳｰｴｩＬ＠
at least,
act as a coordinator for car pools, etc. For information about participation in this project, contact Ed
Macy or Anita Barrows at 431-3980, LSCRRC, San Francisco.

********************
I

Those students wishing to attend a course in
Sports Law to be taught by Dave Mclain should sign up on
the sheet on the bulletin board outside classroom A

********************
Three-man basketball sign-ups are being
held on the Bull Board outside Classroom C.

******************
Tennis Ladder sign-ups are being held outside
Classroom C. Rankings will be initially determined by order of sign-up. Challenges are limited to three positions
above you on the ladder. A "showdown" is planned with
Boalt. •• your chance for a removal to a "different court".

******************

LAKE
LAlN
BOOKS
REVIEWS -- OUTLINES

Any student wishing to serve on the Scholarship and Admissions Committees should submit his name to
Abigail Ridley in Dean Kornblum's office, and should arrange to attend the ASH meeting on Wednesday, Feb. 10.-at
3:30 in Classroom D.

*******************
FINANCIAL AID
Applications for financial aid for next year
(1971-72) will be available in the Financial Aid Office on
February 15. The Graduate and Professional Student's Financial ｓｴｾ･ｭｮ＠
should be submitted to the College Scholarship Service in Princeton, New Jersey, by March 1, so do
not delay in obtaining the application forms.
All applicant. will have an opportunity to
schedule an interview with the Financial Aid Office staff
during April and May. Those who are eligible will be considered for the following types of aid: National Defense
Student Loans, (NSDL), Deferred Educational Fee Loans
($360), Scholarships and ｇｾ｡ｮｴｳＬ＠
and certification for the
Federal College Work-Study Program.
THIS WILL BE THE ONLY OPPORTUNITY FOR FINANCIAL AID (OTHER THAN 30-DAY EMERGENCY LOANS) FOR THE
1971-72 ACADEMIC YEAR.

Programmed Learning
American Legal Case Digest
511'\\"th, ｾ･＠

138 -142 McALLISTER ST.

a\i1'\es

781·3719

863·2900
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STATE OF THE COLLEGE •••

members, can lead to no other conclusion that on btu.ance
the merits and advantages and great benefits of tllis inInovation have far outweighed its disadvantages. Thes. men
'have brought to Hastings a rich experience in their chosen
field. The responsibility for ｯ｢ｪ･｣ｴｩｾ＠
self introspection by the faculty and adminstration is exceedingly great
and perhaps the greatest hazard to the reputation of the
65 Club and the College. The manner in which this is handled will determine to a great extent the future course of
and reputation of the school. If the high goal is to invite only the very stars of the legal firmament into this
exclusive club, the wealth of teaching experience
unmatched anywhere can be continued indefinitely. If it is
permitted to be diluted either by design or default the ,
image will become one of a senior retirement center and ｩｾ＠
reparable damage will be the result. The expansion of the
adjunct faculty and clinical faculty may provide the caliber of academic mix that will enrich the law school curriculum and will demonstrate that the gulf between distinguished academician and the competent professional can be
successfully bridged. It is obvious that from this evaluation it can be seen that in other institutions the better
the academic institution the higher the caliber of professional training.
An additional benefit is that from the clashes
of rival conceptions of what law school and law school teaching should be, the institution and the teaching process
itself is strengthened materially. Some may look upon the
law school primarily as a professional school designed to
train practibioners and I must confess that this may be a
valuation of the traditional role of the law school. ｏｴｨｾ＠
ers, on the other hand, look upOn it primarily as an academic institution. Why can it not be both to the everlasting benefit of the community it is dedicated to serve.

[Cont' from Page 1]
creature. He therefore cannot deny or escape the past which
provides the matrix for his understanding of reality. Hastings' 92 year history is a prologue of its present
and
the future. What is the imprint of Hastings' history on
the contemporary scene -- what is the promise of the future? This question can be answered only by examining what
it was, what it is, and what it can become. If "law
is
the most important game society plays", the law
school,
with its profound influence on the law deserves careful
examination. The answer to the question of what is the law
school can only be seriously considered by examining
the
responsibility of the various elements that comprise
the
school. Whether it will become an institution of meaningful vitality, or sur·render to a life of comfortable mediocrity, cannot be shrugged away by casual comments or
superficial cliches. ｃ･ｲｴ｡ｩｾｯ＠
maintain relevance we cannot feel threatened by new ideas, new concepts or new opIportunities. Nor can we, as phrased in the contemporary
idiom, avoid putting ourselves on the line and even more
important, avoid listening -- listening to alumni and students, as well as to the community itself. Peter Drucker
pointed out that in the world buffeted by changes, faced
daily by new threats to its safety, the only was to
conserve was by innovating. In the final analysis the only
stability possible in our society is stability in motion.
This is a lesson that every institution must learn if it
hopes to possess any self generating vitality. The law
school, as a very human institution, must re-examine itself continuously and respond to the contemporary needs.It
cannot shirk from this continuing re-evaluatiDD and must
always exercise intelligent self criticism aDd self introspection. It must resist continually the "whole ddft of STUDENTS
our law toward the absolute prohibition of all ideas that ·
For a substantial portion of its history the
diverge in the slightest form from the a.c ce.,tad platitude':' concept of in ｾ＠
parentis prevailed at Hastings. This
.
On the other hand, it should be pointed
out concept was of course stregthened and reinforced by the
that institutions including law schools are often handled
very admissions policy at the time. Wide was the gate
by their legion of critics with a profound impatience over . that entered into this legal Vallhala, but narrow was the
their shortcomings and, perhaps an inadequate appreciation room within; the resulting dissemination in the ranks borof their virtues. We really should not meddle with any in- dered on the wholesale and those that endured the rigid
stitution, and that goes for the law school, unless we un- rules and strong discipline were literally dragged kicking
derstand and love it. In that sense any institution
of and screaming into the legal profession. Those who SHrhigher education, whether graduate professional school or vived the traumatic experience reached their goal with a
a university, is a rather fragile organism. It is fragile certain degree of gratitude mixed with resentment. The
becauae it is no more than people of good will make it;
pressure of the heavy numbers was exacerbated by the prespeople who are committed to some rather lofty principles-- sure to survive, a condition which may still exist as witprinciples difficult to attain, easy to lose;
principles nessed by the present concern over the grading system.
such as freedom, tolerance, .m utual understanding, open comWhat about the student? Historically, the amunication and integrity.
verage student in institutions of higher education or ｧｲ｡ｾ＠
During the past year, some gradustes of
our uate professional schools has been the recipient of a ralaw school have proclaimed their loss of pride in the law ther cavalier attitude. Leslie Steven expressed the ｷｩ､･ｾ＠
school becauae of recent happenings, some actual and some spread viewpoint when he said "what a blessed place
this
fictitious. These actions, they delcare, have
cauaed
would be if the.r e wen .!r1O students ••• No waste of good
them to lose their , once high opinion of their alma mater.
brains and no cramming of bad ones. ". Today the student boWe need to examine this thinking. This is the kind of
dy at Hastings like students at other institutions of ｨｩｧｾ＠
judgmental thinking that may be what is wrong with some
er education are kicking the final breath of life from this
of our generation. What Hastings College of the Law needs notion. They are demanding the right to be treated as .anow is our support. It needs in general moral backing
dults, to have a voice in many areas of the school
ｯｰｾｲﾭ
that can come only from those who understand the ways and
ation. It should be remembered, however, that students
traditions exemplified by the ｃｯｬｾｧ･Ｎ＠
Those who walk a- present as a whole as wide a spectrum of attitudes as fomd
way and proclaim aloofness do themselves as well as the in- in other segments of our society. To some students,
law
stitution a grave disservice. As we enter the decade of
. school is a practical matter. With a law school ･､ｵｾ｡ｴｩｯｮ＠
the 70's, we need as never before honest, unselfish people he or she can earn more money, attain a more interesting
ｾｨｯ＠
believe that this law school is one of the best in the career, enjoy a better position in society. These are all
country, who believe that it can be made better and who
important values and should not be dismissed as of no conare willing to back it, help it, fight for it and give
sequence. With others, law school training provides a set
more than ,lip service to those programs that the legal pro- of tools with which they hope to acheive dramatic
social
fession and society as a whole have every right to expect. change. Others may use these same tools to thwart or temｅｶ･ｾ＠
institution is created out of ardor and per the radical winds of change. Whatever the motivation
conviction. Unfortunately, too often as it grows older
I it must be recognized that along with the faculty,
the ｳｾ＠
the ardor wanes. The buildings may grow larger but the
dent body is the greatest asset of the law school and Rasspirit may thin out. It is the responsibility of each of tings is no exception. The caliber of the student body to
us, students, faculty, alumnus, to refuse to be satisfied
a substantial degree sets the "tone" of the institution,
with the outer husks of things; to work together for ｧｲ･｡ｾＧ＠
and Hastings with its faculty, location, and physical
er achievment.
plant facilities does increasingly attract the caliler of
I would like to touch briefly on three ingre- student that will assure its becoming one of the most ｳｴｩｾ＠
diarits that make a school great. I will discuss in great- ulating law schools in the nation. As an affiliate of one
er detail these as well as several other ingredients in
of the great universities in the country, governed by
a
subsequent articles.
Board of Directors headed by the Chief Justice of the
State; with a flexibility inhereat in the very nature
of
FACULTY-STUDENTS-ALUMNI
its operation as spelled out by its statutory authority,
Hastings College of the Law Community: scholar, teacher,
FACULTY
student, administrator ' and alumnus must face the challenge
Hastings is best known for its institution in which these factors have thrust upon it. This is a
joint
1940 of a highly innovative and daring concept, the ｲ･｣ｾ＠
endeavor and as such it must fulfill the promise Qf greatting of outstanding legal scholars and teachers from pres- i ness so graphically portrayed and predicted by thel4t Chief
tigious law schools throughout the nation who had reached
Justice, the founder of the school.
the mandatory retirement age. The impact of this innova- .
The increase in growth of student concerns
tion catapulted the College into national prominence as the coupled with the substantial increase in student quality,
home of the "65 Club".
must be met by corresponding, relevant and i innovative curAn honest and careful evaluation of the Hastings 65 Club. with its roster of distinguished faculty
[Cont' Next Page]
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lcu1um changes. The emerging goal of law school education his class representative or the members of the committee
thus requires an increasing number of offerings, not only and thereby participate. Hence, Qne object of this acoount
of law courses but also in Courses about law and its re- is to ask interested students to volunteer to work on the
lationship to society.
committee fo r the purpose of making our academic, cultural,
fraternal, and soulful life at Hastings more digestible.
ALUMNI
Finally, I am of the opinion that the ASH Cou&
Paraphrasing Donne, no man is an island
to ci1 will prove effective and meaningful to all well-meaning
himself, the same holds true of law schools. The alumni of students of Hastings and our community. Our last two meetan ibstitution, which hope to achieve greater impact and ings resulted in the creation of plans, which in time will
exercise more significant leadership, cannot operate in a be implemented to the satisfaction of the majority of stuvacuum. The insights and experience of the legal profesdents presently enrolled and those who will be enrolled in
sion as exemplified tkrough the alumnus is a critical in- the future. Of course we can't get any more out of Hastings
gredient and indispensib1e if the law school is to meet
than we put into it !
its full responsibility. The Hastings Alumni Association
-- C1avere Brown
has been most fortunate in having outstanding alumni elecMemb er ASH Council Financial
ted to its Board of Governors. The contribution of the AlCommittee, Class Representaumni Association is not relegated to the contribut ion
of
t ive, Section IA.
funds but to an increasing involvement in the operation of [Note : Students wishing to be members of this committee
the College. It involves partiCipation in various . proshould submit his name to Abigail Ridley in Dean Kornblum's
grams and colllDlittees and thus provides a broader basis of office. ]
understanding and insight, not only to the institution itself but to the hundreds of students enrolled. While
the
admissions gate has been narrowed, the room has been ｢ｲｯ｡ｾ＠
DEMONSTRATION AGAINST CAMERA •••
ened and because of the standards that are maintained, no
[Cont lrom Page 1]
student at Hastings is deficient in aptitude and mental C&
pacity to prevent his reaching the exit and joining the
ranks of the alumni who in increasing numbers are working
ver there, stating that because of what she went through
with various school organizations. As the Alumni Board of
last year because she refused to be intimidated and disGovernors expands its programs and increases it contribucriminated against by Camera, and because she is
still
tion of time and energy. as it constantly seeks to improve
the object of ridicule by many of the students and prostudent-alumni relations, the impact of the alumni will be
fessors at the school, it would be desireab1e to her to
increasingly felt. As Dean of the College, I wish to exfinish her law school education at some school other
press my thanks and appreciation for all that the members
than Hastings. The admiss i ons officers evidently agreed
of the Board have done and are continuing to do to help
with her, and allowed her to become a regularly enrolled
the Alumni Association fulfill its purposes.
student at Boalt. This is especiAlly poignant in
view
In this rather generalized report I have
of the fact Boa1t admitted no other transfers, or ｳｾｵﾭ
lightly touched on three areas. I will discuss them
in
dents with advanced standing, this year at all, since
ｧｲ･Ｎｾ｡＠
detail in the future. The problems, responsibilithey were flooded this year with returning students from
ties and challenges facing every institution of higher ed- '
the Army who were inducted two years ago after their 1st
ucation today are great and highly complex. The temptaor second years.
tion may be to succumb to the urge of simplification. Many
In conversation last week with Zona, she stafeel that our society has become so complex that it is in
ted that she is much more at home at Boa1t, and is tilorimminent danger. However, there will never be a time or
ough1y enjoying t he cours e offeringl there, especially a
never was when mankind was not in imminent danger.
Comcourse which is not offered at Bastings -- "Women and the
plexity is here and as James Burckhardt stated, "ours may
Law".
be the desire of an age of great simplifiers, but the essence of tyranny ｩｳ ＮＺＭ ｾｨ･＠
denial of complexity."

I

<-

[Footnote: In future articles Dean Anderson will deal with
a number of areas of concern: 1) Financial Aid, 2) The Legal Education Opporrunities Program, 3) The Hastings Budget and the Contribution of Hastings AlUmni Who are Members of the Legislature, 4) Project Planning Guide for Additional Bastings Facilities Including HOUSing, 5) Expansion and Development of the Clinical Program, 6) Special
Bastings Institutes, 7) The Annual A. Frank Bray Lectures,
8) The Hastings 1066 Organization, and 9) Student Government.]
ARTS COMMITTEE...

]

[Cont' From Page 1
room and in the hallways. I decided that something should
be formally done that would be of benefit to our studentboIdy as a whole. To this end I submitted the following resolution to the ASH Council on Wednesday, February 3, 1971:
BE IT RESOLVED THAT $610 BE APPROPRIATED FROM
UNALLOCATED ASH FUNDS IMMEDIATELY FOR THE PURPOSE OF:
(A) EFFECTING A LECTURE AND ART SERIES, ALLOWING DISTINGUISHED LECTURERS, SPEAKERS AND ARTISTS (i.e. MUSICIANS) TO VISIT HASTINGS, LECTURE AND PERFORM FOR THE EDUCATIONAL AND CULTURAL BENEFIT OF EACH STUDENT AT HASTINGS.
(B) CREATING A COMMITTEE APPOINTED BY ASH,
TO
RECOMMEND SUCH DISTINGUISHED PERSONS TO HASTINGS AND
MAKE
ALL RELATED ARRANGEMENTS FOR ALL SUCH PERFORMANCES OR PRESENTATIONS TO THE STUDENT BODY AI LARGE.
This resolution was unanimously approved by tle
Council members present at the meeting. It may be informative to note that "DISTINGUISHED" is used to mean persons
known to be actively engaged in the area from which their
presentations will be made.
To date three persons were nominated to
work
on the committee: They are JAMIE SUTTON, ex-officio chairman and president of ASH, JOE THORNHILL, representative,
IIIB, ABIGAIL RIDLEY, Dean Kornblum's office, and myself.
Three more persons are needed to complete the committee.
However it is my opinion that at least two of the additional ｴｨｾ･＠
persons be chosen from volunteers who are not elected members of ASH Council, so as to create diversity in
the t e of recommendations made by the committee. As a ｭ｡ｾ＠
ter ｯｾｰｲ｣･､ｵＬ＠
any other student desiring to have particular presentation made to the student body, would contact

Just how honest

have we ｢･ｾ＠

with our

speed reading claims?
FACT : Th. neUoNI a••rege I. a , ,. Incr.... I" comprehln.". Mot' ｾ
Ｎ＠ hIi.. a comprehitnlion
rat. or 0"' 70% 10 begin with.

There have been a lot of popular myths fly,
ing around about speed reading courses.
Especially, ours
Which is only natural when you consider
Ihe fact that Evetyn Wood Readong Dynamics
Institutes teach more people how to speed read
each year than all Ihe other speed reading
courses combined
So we analyzed all of our national student
data by computer, To help Interpret Ihe effects
of our course. And to tell us who's benefltmg
from it.
We think it's about time for you to read the
facts about our claims
No matter what speed you read them at.

CLAIM The average Evelyn Wood Reading Oynamlca
graduate read. In exce.. 01 1,000 word. per
minute
FACT; Ma.aured In t.rm. of rMdlng iIpMd, the
-oe gr.duata r..d. 1,soo word. pet mlnuta.

.wer·

CLAIM You'll be able to ｳｬｧｮｾｦｪ｣｡ｕｹ＠
reduce the amounl
01 tlma It taku you to do the ..me amount 01
reading you now do.
FACT: 50% I. the average r.d ucUon In ' Iudy lima. One
hour I. the • • erege reading time per noy.1. 35
mlnul" 'S tha a.8r8g. r••ding time lor an. . .
ma gazln•. And t.chnlcal r•• d lng tlma I, ra·
duced by ＱＶｾＢＬ＠
CLAIM You don't have to be a .tudent to benefit lrom
the course.
FACT: Whll. student. comprl.. 45,1% of aU d a .. .,...
rollment., the maJority 01 cl ..... fa mad. up of
non..ludenta. For .ump", 12.1" ar. pro'"
"')twl. (doctors, lawyar... d. nU.... architect.
and . ng ln •• ,.). 7.2%
duc ato r. (d.an.,
au perln'.ndant., prlnclpa' . , and ,. a c ha,.).
.re
floc.k brokers., .. I• .-nen.
hou_wtYH, nur.....t. . .,dH8H., .Ic..

CLAIM: Our course .1 easy to le.rn.

FACT: Th a r.'. no not. la kin g . No memorizinG fe·
qwred. Studenll range In ag. ' rom 11 to .... The
maJority
them
no bett.r than ,verage
r.,ders ..... n lhey beg. n the cour ...

0'

we,.

.r••

By Invesllng the normal amount 0' time (class ..
and practice), 984' achieve th. minimum
promised goa' 01 at least a 3-fold Improvement.

34.'" '.K:UUY".

CLAIM: II you do not al le..t tnple your rea(hng antclancy alter haVing correctly taken the cnurM,
w8'11 r.fund your entl'. tuillon
FACT: 1.1% do noL And
ｲｾ＠
a full tuiUon , ...
tund. 'n accordance with na Oonel policy.

We could go on and on. Claim after claim. Fact
alter fact.
Fact IS, we'd like to
So here's one more claim for you to think
about:
If you attend one of our free. Introductory
speed reading lessons, we will increase your
reading speed on the spot. It takes one hour of
your time to check out the facts about the
Evelyn Wood Reading DynamiCs course ,
We'll let the claims speak for themselves,

the,.

CLAIM' While we guaranlee that your

ｲ･ｾｬｮｧ＠

efficiency

will at Ipsl triple,oura.,erage graduate achieves
• higher r.te 01 Improvemenl
FACT: Our •
gr.dual. r•• d. 4.7 time. lallter

.,.,.ge

than he d kl when he beo-n the COUrM..

CLAIM Not only does reading .peed Improve. but comprehension mcreaJet:, too.

- - - - - FREE INTRODUCJORV SPEED READING LESSON - - - Central Towen Apart_ata, )50 Turk. St, 11211
[One Block 'ro" HutiD,.11

Tuea ., 2/16, at 8
$50

ptD,

We.d., 11:40

&II ,

8 p.

DISCOIr.<T FOR THIS SPECIALLY DE,5 1 = CLASS FOR LAlI STUDENTS
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ANNOUNCEMENT ｃｏｎｅｌｾｲｇ＠
GRADING FEFORM PROPOSAL

Male Students Union
Proposal Re jeeted

At its meeting on February 2. 1971. the Faculty
approved implementing procedures and regulations on the
three-option grading system previously approved. These
procedures and regulations will be available for distribution to the student body on }tonday. February 8. 1971.
On Monday. March 1. 1971. option forms will be :
distributed to the student body. Each student should have II
by that date reviewed the procedures and regulations and I
As members of the nation's largest minority
be able to make a considered choice as to the option he
:
group (men) and as the sex praviding most funds to be dis- lor she desires to adopt. Option forms must be returned
I
pensed. we propose formation of the MALE STUDENT UNION,
i to the Registrar's Office not later than the close of bus- ,
(MSU) in the character and for the purposes stated below.
iness Friday. March 5. 1971.
The male students' union excludes no one on
ALL STUDENTS Ncr RETURNING AN OPTION FORM BY THAT
the basis of race or sex. (Yes. any girl who wishes to af- TIME WILL BE CONCLUSIVELY PRESUMED TO RAVE DECIDED TO REfiliate with the Male Student Union will be admitted as an MAIN UNDER THE NUMERICAL GRADING SYSTEM HERETOFORE IN EF_
honorary member.) If failure to exclude persons on the
FECT.
basis of race or sex is a disqualifying factor. we will
take suggestions from the Administration or ASH as to whom
should be excluded under advisement.
Meetings will be held each Friday afternoon
at Harrington's. Convivial intercourse. designed to reduce misunderstanding between the sexes. is of the ･ｳｾｮ｣Ｎ＠
To this end. we seek an appropriation of approximately
$3.000 from ASH. or $3,00 for each student at Hastings.
each of whom is a potential member of MSU. These proceeds
shall be placed in the CARRIE NATION MEMORIAL LIBATION
FUND. ｾｨｩ｣＠
shall be paid over to Harrington's. Each student at Hastings will be issued a voucher for $3.00. redeemable at that fabled establishment. for the food or libations of his -- or her -- choice.
PURPOSES OF THE MALE STUDENT UNION. in addition to promoting the joviality and good humor too often
absent in a Liberated World. are to exalmine the problems
and responsibilities incumbent upon the nation's largest
minority group. Suggested topics for consideration at
the somber Friday Afternoon Convocations are:
ｾＩ＠
How might married students induce their
wives to support their vices more bountifully?
2) How might men. yet unmarried. procure
brides who will support them in the style of living to
which they wish to become accustomed?
3) What of divorce? Half of the divorced persons in the country are men; not one in one hundred receives adequate alimony. How might this outrage be corrected?
4) Free counsel for male defendants in paternity suits?
5) Should Hastings adopt a Minority Recruitment Program -- to secure the admission of many beautiful.
friendly. but wholly unqualified women students?
6) Should California enact legislation allowing Retroactive Abortion?
7) Has the doctrine of separate but equal
restrooms been endangered?
[Photo by Azoff)
8) Should screen gema such as "How to Murder
Your Wife" be seen at least biannually?
CAPTION CONTEST
9) Has Harrington's been denied membership
in the California Bar Association? If so. disciplinary
Suggestions for captions for the photo shown aproceedings should be initiated against the Board of Dirbove should be submitted to the Editor. Hastings Law ｎ･ｷｾ＠
ectors.
-_ Dick Weinig
! or slid under the door of the Law News Office. in Room
[Note: The above proposal was submitted to support the
209, second floor. 55 Hyde St.
MSU's request for funds from ASH Counsel. The request was
denied. ]
ｾ＠

College to Host
Appellate Seminar
On Tuesday. February 23. the State Appellate
Panel Committee of the San Francisco Barrister's Club and
the Hastings Indigent Criminal Appellate Program (HICAP)
will jointly host a seminar on Criminal Appellate Practice
and Procedure. The seminar will begin at 7:00 pm. in
classroom B or in the Multi-purpose room if more room is
needed.
The program will center around a panel discussion by: John B. Molinari. Presiding Judge of Division
One of the Court of Appeal. First Appellate ｄｩｳｴｲ｣ｾ＠
Karl
Mayer. Esq •• Attorney General's Office and Robert Beechinor. Esq •• noted appellate attorney.
The seminar is designed to assist court appointed attorneys in the representation of indigent appellants. Interested students are urged to attend. A sample
brief and an appellate check list will be '. provided.
A similar seminar was held last year and was
very successful. Students will get a chance toinformally
discuss the appellate process with the members of the panel and attorneys from the Barrister's Club. Admission is
free.

I
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Charter Flights Europe 1971 :
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